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NEW FEDERAL TRANSPORTATION FINANCING AND LEGISLATIVE DIRECTIONS:

No New Taxes or $31 Billion a Year?

Abstract

In the domestic arena of public policy and administration,

the American public rarely sees basic choices on complex

subjects. The country may be facing such a moment in 1991, due to

the expiration of the Surface Transportatation and Uniform

Relocation Assistance Act of 1987 on September 30, 1991. Not

since the Interstate System concept became federal law in 1956

has so clear a public works decision point been reached.

Upon anticipated completion of the system in 1992, an

estimated $121.9 billion ($108.3 billion federal) will have

purchased 42,904 miles. Assuming the gas tax generated highway

trust fund exists for another thirty years (1990 to 2020), 

amount exceeding $i0 billion a year ($300 billion total) may

accrue.

With the national fiscal context very much in mind, many

interest groups may look covetously at that income stream and

dream: "What if...?" President Bush and Congress have joined the

debate with release in March 1990 of quite different proposals.

This study examines major public policy issues defining the

foundation of national surface transportation debate and suggests

a long-term goal framework for developing national policy.



NEW FEDERAL TRANSPORTATION FINANCING AND LEGISLATIVE DIRECTIONS:

No New Taxes or $31 Billion a Year?

Introduction

In the domestic arena of public policy and administration,

the American public rarely sees basic choices on complex

subjects. The country may be facing such a moment in 1991, due to

the expiration of the Surface Transportatation and Uniform

Relocation Assistance Act of 1987 on September 30, 1991. I Not

since the Interstate System concept became federal law in 1956

has so clear a public works decision point been reached.

Upon anticipated completion of the system in 1992, an

estimated $121.9 billion ($108.3 billion federal) will have

purchased 42,904 miles. Assuming the gas tax generated highway

trust fund exists for another thirty years (1990 to 2020), 

amount exceeding $i0 billion a year ($300 billion total) may

accrue. 2 In contrast, some believe a federal expenditure level

of almost $31 billion a year starting in Fiscal Year 1995 will be

3necessary.

With the national fiscal context very much in mind, many

interest groups may look covetously at that income stream and

dream: "What if...?" To the transportation community, it is a

very large sum. In comparison to other major claims on the

federal tax dollar (defense, space exploration, infrastructure,

social security and health entitlements, education, agricultural

subsidies, bank bailouts, energy and environment, national debt,



annual deficits and debt service), it is a small but nonetheless

desirable piece of change.4

On March 8, 1990, President Bush and Secretary of Transpor-

tation Skinner announced the National Transportation Program.5

Until that date, little attention was given in major public

statements by President Bush. His Inaugural Address did not

mention transportation. In reference to the many challenges the

nation faces, he said: "The old solution, the old way, was to

think that public money alone could end these problems. But we

have learned that that is not so. And in any case, our funds our

low. We have a deficit to bring down." The absence of visible

support was even more evident in the first administration budget

and in Congressional Budget office deficit reduction proposals.6

In his Second State of the Union Address (January 1990), the word

was mentioned just once.

Such a bleak overall environment has already forced a change

in the very nature of public discussion and debate. Formerly,

transportation interests perceived the central issue as one of

allocating a continuing flow of trust fund receipts. Occasion-

nally, distant rumbles (about the deficit) might have been heard.

However, growing pressures from non-transportation sources are

real and powerful. It is very possible that the surface

transportation debate will be multi-leveled and intense.

Strategic issues, for example, appear to be:,

i. what are the needs?
2. what is the federal role in meeting the needs?
3. what needs should be met by state and local

government?
4. what needs should be met by the private sector?
5. how should the federal share be funded: new taxes,



more user fees, status quo, or program cuts?

Regardless of the financial source for the federal role,

probable policy issues currently tend to focus on allocation of

trust fund receipts. Should the nation spend its federal dollars

on:

i. maintaining the existing highway and mass trans-
portation systems?

2. building more highway and urban mass transporta-
tion facilities?

3. identifying, designing and installing new
transportation technologies?

4. supporting other non-transportation (perhaps

related) public needs?

Given current trends, it is the belief of this study that

technical transportation internalities will have far less to do

with the transportation public policy decision-making process

than the above externalities. Furthermore, the ensuing national

debate promises to be lively, intense z and fast moving:

i. March 8, 1990: President Bush and Secretary of

Transportation Skinner announce the new National

Transportation Policy 8-- no new taxes and smaller

role.

2. March 13, 1990: Rep. Dan Rostenkowski (D., Ill.),

proposed a plan to reduce the deficit, quickly, by a

collection of strategies. One key approach is increase

such taxes/user fees as the highway gas tax and dedicate

the proceeds to deficit reduction.9

Heads must be spinning in the transportation community.

Fact is moving faster than administrative fiction.



This study examines major public policy issues defining the

foundation of the national surface transportation debate and

suggests a goal framework for policy development.

Evolution of Legislation--

Three Decades from Interstate Start to Completion

To better understand the evolution of the legislation, Table

1 profiles the Federal-Aid Highway Act (1956), the Surface

Transportation Assistance Act, STAA (1982) and the Surface

Transportation Uniform Relocation Assistance Act, STURAA

(1987). I° Note that after the 1956 statute, subsequent highway

legislation extended and funded the initial programs. The STAA

included the first gas tax increase since program inception,

brought transit into the trust fund (rather than general treasury

funding) and had important technical changes. The STURAA very

clearly represented a philosophy of "completion." Nevertheless,

funds of that scale made it a significant piece of legislation

impacting the federal budget.

(insert Table 1 here)

How did the statutes change over time in terms of the

national "mood" and "big picture"? What were the important parts

of the public debate? 11 Do they hold lessons for us as we

consider the post-Interstate era?

To help understand current legislative discussions against a

history of over thirty years, it is useful to consider the proba-

ble influence of congressional perspective, issue impact on

legislation, then debate and presidential action.
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Congressional Perspective

A comparison of the three eras is presented in Table 2, "A

Congressional View of the Well-Being of the Country: Snapshot of

Key Indicators During Period of Major Surface Transportation

Legislation Debate and Passage." The year of passage (or closest

year given data available) for each statute is compared by seven

significant indicators: i. population; 2. employment; 3. gross

na- tional product; 4. prices; 5. money market rates; 6. federal

budget; and, 7. surface transportation operations. From

Congress’ point-of-view (and an administration’s), such

information quickly translates into reelections.

(insert Table 2 here)

In 1956, the nation was still ascendant in many ways.

American economic, military, and political powers were intact

after extrication from the Korean War. Tremendous internal

pressures existed to serve a growing population with jobs,

housing, transportation, education, and health service. The

"American dream" seemed to be a "white collar job," owning a

single-family detached house and an automobile, and holding a

college degree. Most new housing would be constructed outside

central cities, transforming farmland to suburbs. This is a

picture of a nation confident of the future, acknowledging its

responsibilities to meet the needs of families.

By 1982, the country had dramatically changed from the peace

and prosperity of 1956. It was far into an era of limits and the

mood was different. Many citizens and policy makers recognized



that the public sector could not meet all the domestic and

defense needs of a maturing nation without some sacrifice. The

population had increased by 38.3 percent. Those living in urban

areas reached almost 75 percent. And, many had aged, an

increase of 86 percent. The South and the West grew at the

expense of the North East and North Central regions of the

country. Suburban cities grew in number and size as well.

Inflation, recession, stagflation, high interest rates and high

unemployment (especially in construction) frightened many.

Energy crises and infrastructure deterioration further sharpened

concern.

Most observers would more easily recognize 1987 as an

offspring of 1982. Basic trends established were continuing,

but more incrementally in the shorter span (four years, compared

to the twenty-six from 1956-1982).

Much attention was given to the level of the national debt,

further infrastructure deterioration, unspent trust fund

balances, and political gridlock.

In sum, even though the nation seemed to make substantial

economic progress, a surface transportation program plateau was

attained ironically just when needs were growing and unspent

funds accumulating.

Issue Impact on Leqislation

A comparison of the preceding legislative eras in terms of

probable issue impact is presented in Table 3, "Major Public



Policy Issues During Debate and Passage of Surface Transportation

Legislation." Important areas explored are: i. goals; 2. imple-

mentation; 3. costs; 4. funding; 5. allocation process; 6. labor;

7. environment; and, 8. political forces. The categories were

identified from language in the legislation, suggested by

committee hearings and reports, and current discussion of future

concerns. They are rated by relevance (high, moderate and low)

to legislative debate.

(insert Table 3 here)

In 1956, there was general consensus about the policy goals

and implementation. The military (defense) value of the pre-WWII

German Autobahn to the economy and later war effort was not

overlooked. Commercial growth required a more efficient

interurban and suburban road network as central city traffic

congestion worsened. The generally accepted solution was to

build the Inter-state, slowly complete the ABC system, and

provide modest maintenance and rehabilitation. Safety was an

impor-tant but smaller concern. Interstate program costs,

funding, and fund allocation were nagging worries.

The key issue was to be sure funding came from a special

trust fund. Some discussion considered the role of the private

sector, use of bonds, or tollways. "Needs" and allocation

formula were intensely discussed, with vocal concern about "pork

barrel" possibilities. Rural areas were guarding their interests

against urban areas. Some states were afraid that key cities

would not be on the system; or, if on the official map,
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construction would be scheduled late into the next decade.

Becoming an economic backwater was a legitimate fear. Labor

was an issue, in part for job creation reasons, but more for the

impact of federal labor law (Davis-Bacon Act - paying prevailing

union wages in an area for fed-eral projects). Lower wage states

(often rural) resisted its application, fearing it would drive 

labor costs on non-federal local projects.

Reflecting the era, environmental matters were not

considered.

Several fascinating political issues were evident. The most

important was demographically driven. A young, growing nation

needed transportation (new technology was not a factor at that

time). Widely shared was the belief that defense and domestic

programs could be advanced simultaneously. States’ rights arose

on seemingly minor issues, for example, who would pay the cost of

reimburs-ing utility line relocation? While both houses were

considering parallel bills, pork barrel charges were made, and

fear of sequestering real. There was talk of a presidential veto

if the program were funded by the general treasury. When it

became clear a trust fund would be established based on a gas

tax, President Eisenhower supported the basic legislative

framework.

As noted in the preceding discussion of the legislative

context, much had changed by 1982. Transportation was still the

fundamental legislative policy goal. But other goals, creating

jobs in a period of high inflation and unemployment, and safety,



came into play. Mobility and commerce were being affected by

infrastructure deterioration and safety (thus more funds were

allocated). Policy implementation changed as well. Emphasis

shifted from building new systems to maintaining and

rehabilitating existing facilities, and completing the Interstate

system. For the first-time, urban transportation was eligible to

receive trust funds.

Costs and funding were big issues for existing programs.

Nothing new was initiated. Opposition came from the

administration and system users (mostly commercial freight for

cost reasons). Agreement upon needs was not so much in dispute,

just how to pay for it. The government continued its policy to

hold back trust fund ex-penditures to help offset the deficit.

In a recessionary period, truckers were having enough difficulty

surviving under deregulation. Increased user fees (fuel taxes,

oil taxes, licenses at the state and local level too), it was

feared, might cause many to go out-of-business. Reliance on the

private sector was not very important, though directives were

included to encourage the private sector’s involvement in urban

transportation.

Of central import was labor. Construction industry

unemployment at 20 percent was a strong imperative, almost as

much as surface transportation needs. Funding transit labor

costs was continued.

Environment, for all practical purposes, continued to be a

non-issue.
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Politically, the crux of discussion shifted to competing

non-transportation priorities, source and matching of funds, and

threat of executive veto. Technology was not a significant

concern. President Reagan believed costs (impact on the

deficit) and transit provisions (tapping the highway trust fund)

were objectionable.

In fact, debate over the STURAA of 1987 became rather

heated. It offers a sample of what might occur when only some of

the externalities come into play.

What turned the spotlight of media attention on the latest

in a series of surface transportation statutes starting with the

Interstate System in 1956? Until the late 1970’s/early 1980’s,

transportation legislation was infrequent and not highly visible.

But commercial aviation, motor and railroad deregulation, an air

traffic controller strike, infrastructure crises, the STAA,

waterway dredging, and ocean shipping semi-deregulation suggested

otherwise.12

After passage of the STAA in 1982, it was quickly evident

that there were insufficient funds to complete the Interstate

System, fund new urban mass transportation heavy and light rail

starts, and repair bridges and highways. One of these long-term

problems, infrastructure safety, quickly moved into the crisis

stage.

In 1983-1984, legislative research, hearings, and bills

began to address even more strongly the unresolved problems on

which the STAA made progress. A general consensus evolved that

i0



in order to deal with the more distant future of surface

transportation (post-Interstate Twenty-First Century), the

chapter had to be closed on current surface systems.

Practicality also became paramount. 13 How do we even look at

the future when current problems and needs are real-time

political concerns?

,,In retrospect, this Administration,s support for
the Surface Transportation Assistance Act which
became law with the President,s signature just 26
months ago, was a tragic joke.,,14

In 1986, after two years of effort, give and take with the

administration, and frustrating hearings, the proposed Federal-

Aid Highway Act of 1986 died in conference. Senate and House

authors wanted to avoid another year of postponed construction.

The successor bill, H.R. 2 (S. 387), incorporated major elements

of the prior work in a complex draft, especially on Interstate

cost est-imates, funding schedules and program priorities. In

addition to extensive congressional study and reports, U.S.

Department of Transportation (DOT) staff analysis on House,

Senate and conference bills ran 646 pages. 15 By 1987, the same

overall set of issues established in 1982 was prominent. In most

cases, there was modest change in the status of the issues. For

others, relevance was even more acute: concerns over safety

(infrastructure) heightened. A big issue was the Interstate

speed limit. After much debate, it was raised in rural areas

from 55 MPH to 65 MPH. Philosophical questions were raised about

facility ownership (tollroads, transit operations) and

contracting with the private sector. The administration continued

ii



to strive for a diminished federal role. Interstate system

completion and rehabilitation were still high priorities.

Program cost and funding issues remained. Under administra-

tion proposals, urban transportation stood to lose even more if

Congress did not restore funds. Formula allocations disturbed

rural interests and an amendment to restore equity was proposed.

A new provision funded tollway demonstration projects in Califor-

nia. Transit system new start funds were continued in special

cases (Los Angeles), at the same time that sequestering trust

funds expanded. Some believed the administration was breaking

the law; while, others said special projects were excessive. The

admini- stration objected on substantial technical elements.16

No labor issues were paramount, though many were concerned

that the 1986 bill failed in conference and another construction

season was lost to winter. There was real fear that more jobs

would disappear again.

Environmental issues were being discussed for the first

time, yet not visibly in the legislation. Energy and air quality

were considered in debate.

Political concerns were about the same as before and even

more acrimonious. Technology was emerging as a factor. One

demonstration project was to explore the feasibility of electric

vehicles. Competing budgetary priorities, cost and the deficit,

source of funds, matching shares and intergovernmental relations,

accompanied by charges of pork barrel legislation brought the

bill into the media spotlight.

12



Presidential Veto of STURAA

"I haven’t seen so much lard since I handed out
blue ribbons at the Iowa State Fair."

There was nothing subtle about the President’s

intentions. Iz His OMB Director had adready sent the

administration’s views to the Senate in January 1987. The

following statement declared his intention to veto H.R. 2, March

20, 1987:

As I said last evening at my press conference,
our administration will keep its commitment to the American
people. We will not raise taxes; we will hold down
spending; and we will adhere to the deficit reduction
goals imposed by the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings legislation.

And it is with this commitment in mind that I have
informed congressional leaders of my intention to veto the
highway and transit bill that is on its way to my desk.
Let me be very clear. I am in full support of reasonable
funding levels for these programs, similar to the

legislation passed by the Senate. But I am adamantly opposed
to the excessive spending that is in the bill as it emerged
from the conference committee.

I’ve said before and repeat today: Congress can’t have
it both ways. They cannot talk about cutting unnecessary
deficit spending and then vote in favor of bills that bust the
budget. The American people clearly expect their elected
leaders to vote the same way they talk.

So, my vote will be to veto bills that spend unnecess-
ary billions on projects the American people cannot afford.

On March 24, the House and Senate Conferees sent a public

letter to "President Reagan urging him to sign the legislation."

The authors said it had been reviewed by seven committees and met

the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings spending requirements. Another

construction season (thus more jobs and essential highways needs)

would be lost. It reminded that the vote for the bill in the

House was 407-17 and in the Senate 79-17.18

13



When signing the message to return H.R. 2 without approval,

March 27, 1987, the president elaborated:19

at

an-

If the American people need any further proof as to
who’s responsible for the deficit, all they have to do is
look at this $87 1/2 billion budget-busting highway and
transit bill passed by Congress last week. The bill’s a
textbook example of special interest, pork-barrel politics
work, and I have no choice but to veto it.

***

I also want to reaffirm my strong support for
allowing the States the authority to return to the 65-mile-
hour speed limit. It’s long past due. But I’m not going to
sacrifice this country’s economic well-being, and that’s the
issue - jobs and economic growth. And it’s time for me to
start writing. And that is the veto on top of the bill.

On April 2, 1987, the Senate overrode the president by a

vote of 67 yeas and 33 nays. In the House discussion, a telling

comment was made by an administration supporter. Congressman

Michel stated:2°

Mr. Speaker, what a classic case this is of that
perennial perplexity we face over the national interest
versus the local interest. There is relevancy in both and
legitimacy in both in our deliberation over issues. ***
(Only Congress represents local interests), that is why
I have made the very difficult decision for the first
time in the Reagan Presidency to vote against the Pres-
ident’s recommendations on a major piece of legislation.
(The bill contains funding for a hazardous highway in my
district - U.S. Route 121), My constituents have strong
feelings about that road...I am here to represent those
feelings and try to help meet those needs.

The Washington Post is right, when it called this bill
"Pork on Wheels," but so was the Escondido, CA, Times
Advocate in Ron Packard’s district when it said, "Build the
roads, Jack."

Nevertheless, it was difficult for the president:21

I am deeply disappointed by today’s vote.
I knew in advance that the battle would be tough

and the odds were long. But we cannot retreat from our
commitment to a responsible budget.

My efforts to control spending are not diminshed,
and I remain firm in my pledge to the American taxpayers to
speak out against such budgetary excesses.

14



All of a sudden, surface transportation took on an

importance it would rather not have. Public attention was quite

focussed on all the issues but transportation needs. Even though

the president lost, legislators and transportation officials may

well now believe that future transportation issues will be

decided almost entirely on forces outside the realm of

transportation.
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The Next Surface Transportation Legislation:

"A Billion Here, A Billion There, and

Now We,re Talking Real Money..."

The sums are so large that one cannot resist the temptation

to recall (and paraphrase) U.S. Senator Everett Dirksen’s (D.,

Ill.) classic comment. A case has been clearly forming that

surface transportation needs help. Partially prompted by the

STAA, "blue ribbon commission" studies, and trade group position

papers predict dire straits ahead. Framed with the knowledge

that a separate process was begun to deal with the post-

Interstate era, the STURAA consciously aimed at wrapping up

successfully the original (as amended) 1956 concept, and to hold

the other parts of the system together (including urban mass

transportation). Legislative authors 22 believe that the way is

now clear to organize an approach based on needs and resources.

Congressman Anderson, Chair, House Committee on Public Works and

Transportation, said that "Transportation is essential to the

nation. The broad base of bipartisan support for the STURAA and

veto override indicated that recognition."

Among many recent studies, 23 the congressionally funded

National Council on Public Works Improvement 24 issued a "Report

Card on the Nation’s Public Works." The Council graded

transportation functions: HIGHWAYS: grade= C+; MASS TRANSIT:

grade= C-.

Our surface transportation, therefore, is generally

considered inadequate. 25 In addition, between 1992 and 2020, it

16



appears likely that the major public policy issues cited in Table

3 may experience as great a "sea change" as during the period

from 1956 to 1992.

The nation has a mature surface transportation systemz6

which serves a slowly growing, diverse (racially, culturally,

economically) population. From many more decentralized urban

origins and destinations (in contrast to 1956), people will 

making more nonwork trips (75 percent) than worktrips, suggesting

that lifestyle is an important cause of congestion. Many will

migrate to the South and West and live in decentralized urban

areas (including newly created "urban village"). A large

component of the population will be over sixty-five years of age.

Very probably, the employment base will shift more to the service

sector. Transport labor will be pressured by work force

reductions, productivity, and mechanization; although no new

transport technologies appear likely in the near term. The

economy will continue to be caught in structural financial

difficulties, subject to currency exchange fluctuations and

productivity problems. Energy crises will be caused by world and

domestic 2z politics more than an inadequate petroleum reserves.

Growing in importance are environmental issues such as air

quality, ozone, or the "greenhouse effect ’’28, which may become

prime determinants of the future of surface transportation.

Institutional relationships, public-private, federal-state-local,

will take on more importance.

17



Projections of ~992 key macro-indicators, Table 4, suggest a

stable and steady-state policy milieu. Although official

projections are neutral and nonpartisan, there have been

questions raised about the basis of government "outlooks."

Often, fundamental assumptions rely upon beneficial cost-cutting

federal measures, not yet taken, by future administrations.

Depending upon the source, an optimistic or conservative "spin"

could be built into the assumptions.

~insert Table 4 here)

Given the general factors discussed above and the specific

macro indicators in Table 4, it is a challenge to anticipate how

a political consensus will develop. The STURAA built on a

"simple" public works belief that highways and urban

transportation are necessary. A strong coalition existed to

support highways, which made it easier to consider legislation

designed to finish the Interstate, maintain and rehabilitate the

ABC system, and modestly aid urban transportation.

In the absence of the Interstate, more resources potentially

are available. Long deferred needs therefore are coming forward

on organizational "wish lists." Some fear the list of needs may

become open-ended, just when resources will be constrained.

Resource discussion in the transportation community has

taken the posture that a combination of sources may be necessary:

taking the trust fund off budget, higher existing taxes and fees,

new and innovative public and private sources, and shifting some

18



transportation functions (thus expense) to the private sector.

Others note that a lack of vision is the problem.

The nation, except for the Interstate system concept, does

not have a long-range surface transportation program of similar

boldness and scale. Major congressional and DOT studies have

addressed the problem but no consensus has developed.

A coalition of transportation interests, TAG, Transportation

Alternatives Groups, after two years of study published its

consensus recommendations calling for a continued, and renewed,

federal commitment.29

One of TAG’s founding organizational members, the American

Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials

(AASHTO), supported stronger language. AASHTO wanted a federal

commitment at least to the Year 2020. By Fiscal Year 1995,

annual federal highway and transit expenditures would reach $26

billion and $5 billion, respectively.3°

Conclusion

Generally, surface transportation bills are complex, quite

technical, and beyond the ken and interest of many. As with

other domestic legislation, whether "people" or "things"

oriented, surface transportation has now entered that most

visible arena of public policy debate -- presidential veto and

media coverage.

The nation no longer appears wealthy enough to "have it

all." Consequently, surface transportation must now more fully

19



compete with other domestic priorities for scarce resources. Even

with special trust fund revenues, there is not enough.

Comparing surface transportation legislative contexts over

three decades has indicated major changes in the forces driving

public policy. Very likely, non-transportation issues such as

the economy, debt, interest rates, employment, social services,

energy and the environment will exert strong pressures.

Therefore, a reality check must be made. No matter how

desirable technically, is the combination of rehabilitation and

maintenance of our current highway and urban transportation

systems, and some new construction, attractive enough to offset

such forces? Does the surface transportation community have to

come up with something possessing classic "Madison Avenue"

advertising attributes (bright, shiny, new, and improved), 

order to preserve and upgrade transportation infrastructure?

What compromises will be necessary? If the gas tax is to be

increased, will it be shared with other public goals such as

deficit reduction or the environment?

The next legislative debate, in the 1990-1992 election

campaign period, may cause an even stronger public dispute and

scramble for tax dollars. The message would be: "Transportation

has had enough, it is our turn." Without a broad-based coalition

as TAG "2020" developed, surface transportatation interests may

be lucky to preserve what they have. Stay tuned ....
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